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Abstract 
This article measures the wealth redistribution effected by southern
public schools and the taxes which supported them. It extends and
contributes to the existing literature on this subject in three ways. First,
the measurement is based on a larger sample of southern states and over
more years than previous efforts. Second, this article establishes that
from 1880 to 1910 throughout the South the public schools were a
conduit for a consistent and significant flow of resources from whites to
blacks. Blacks did not pay enough taxes to fully finance black public
schools even at the lower levels dictated by white controlled school
boards. Third, the establishment of segregated schools and the
disenfranchisement of southern blacks did not eliminate this transfer but
only moderately reduced it. The effect of Plessy v. Ferguson and the
establishment of segregated schools was not as large as previously
thought. 
Introduction
        Black educational achievement in the 50 years following emancipation was
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substantial. Black literacy increased from 10% in 1880 to 50% in 1910. (Note 2) Robert
Higgs writes:
But even if the true literacy figure a half century after emancipation reached
only 50 percent, the magnitude of the accomplishment is still striking,
especially when one recalls the overwhelming obstacles blocking black
educational efforts. For a large population to transform itself from virtually
unlettered to more than half literate in 50 years ranks as an accomplishment
seldom witnessed in human history. (Note 3)
        Increasing black literacy becomes even more striking when placed in historical
context. The 50 years following emancipation saw the establishment of an oppressive
racial code in the South, the elimination of blacks from the political process, and the
establishment and subsequent constitutional validation of a "separate but equal" black
school system. (Note 4) 
        Measuring the contribution of the public schools and their supporting taxes is a
historically relevant and interesting exercise for two reasons. First, any history of black
achievement must include not only an account of black accomplishments, such as the
rise in black literacy in the postbellum era, but a careful description of the environment
in which these accomplishments occurred. Given the central importance of literacy and
education to effective participation in the political process and the improvement (or lack
of improvement) in absolute and relative black incomes, a careful description of the
assistance (or lack of assistance) provided by government is crucial.
        Second, assessing taxes to support the public schools and allocating funds between
racial groups was effected if not determined by the perceived and actual movement of
resources between racial groups. Although the constitution does not recognize separate
classes of citizens who should be responsible for paying for their own schools, southern
whites did think of the world as divided into two groups: black and white. Many
southern whites did hold to the normative position that blacks taxes should pay for black
schools and white taxes should be reserved for white schools. To thoroughly understand
white resistance to publicly supported black schools, the forces driving segregation, and
changing support levels for black education, an understanding of the actual
redistribution of wealth effected by the public schools and the taxes which supported
them is paramount. (Note 5)
        Although measuring the contribution of public schools and their supporting taxes is
a historically interesting and relevant question, any assessment of the contribution of
southern public schools to black educational achievement requires a careful distinction
between two counterfactuals. First, did educational segregation retard black
achievement, or stated more precisely, if the public schools had spent equal amounts on
black and white children and the tax system supporting the public schools remained
unchanged, would blacks have been better off? Obtaining a yes answer to these
questions is trivial (being obvious from the question being asked) although a quantitative
estimate of the exact decrease in black educational resources would be interesting as
would an estimate of the effect of such a decrease on black educational achievement.
(Note 6)
        This first counterfactual has formed the basis for the condemnation of southern
public schools. White dominated school boards used the doctrine of "separate but equal"
to divert resources from black to white schools, thus increasing the quality of white
education without being forced to impose higher taxes. This diversion along racial lines,
combined with the generally lower level of educational expenditures in the South has led
scholars such as Harlan, Myrdal, Key, Ransom and Sutch, Higgs, Margo, and Kousser to
condemn the southern public school system and specifically the white dominated local
school boards which allocated resources between black and white schools. (Note 7) To
quote Robert Higgs, "ramshackle and poorly equipped school houses, incompetent
teachers, and half taught pupils and in many districts not even this much -characterized
the black's portion of the public schools." (Note 8)
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        This article does not address the normative question of the "just" level of support
for black children, and, therefore, does not question this traditional criticism of the
public schools. Instead a second counterfactual is answered, did the public schools,
despite educational segregation, advance black educational achievement or stated more
precisely, did the public schools and the taxes which supported them redistribute wealth
from whites to blacks? Black would have been better off if school boards had allocated
resources equally between black and white children but did blacks benefit overall from
public schools despite educational segregation? In addition, the related question is
addressed, how did the disenfranchisement of blacks, the constitutional validation of the
doctrine of "separate but equal", and the establishment of segregated schools alter the
redistribution of wealth effected by the public schools and their supporting taxes. 
        Speculating on the actual redistribution of wealth effected by the public schools has
a long historical tradition. The most famous treatment is probably Du Bois who argued
that black taxes paid for black schools. (Note 9) In recent years, Morgan Kousser and
Jonathan Pritchett measured the wealth redistribution effected by public schools in North
Carolina. (Note 10) This article improves on recent work by drawing on a larger number
of southern states and a greater number of years. Expanding the cross section of states is
important because North Carolina, the basis for most previous calculations, is not very
representative of the South as a whole. (Note 11) In North Carolina, Kousser found that
whites subsidized blacks before 1910, but by 1910 the subsidy had been virtually
eliminated.
        Looking at a larger number of states, a different result emerges. Southern public
schools and their supporting taxes were a conduit for a significant and continuous flow
of resources from whites to blacks. The flow would have been much larger if per child
expenditures were equalized but black schools received some funds in excess of the
taxes paid by blacks. Further, by 1910, when the system of segregated schools had been
firmly established, this flow had not been eliminated but only reduced by about 1/3rd.
The effect of black disenfranchisement and segregation throughout the south was not to
eliminate the black subsidy but to only moderately reduce it. In other words, the effect of
disenfranchisement and segregation on black education may not have been as severe as
previously thought. 
        These estimates are the consequence of several factors. First and foremost is the
primary source of school funding-the property tax. During the period, primarily due to
their emancipation without property, blacks owned significantly less property than
whites. In relative terms, blacks owned only 3.6% as much property as whites in 1880
and 7.4 % as much property in 1910. (Note 12) 
        Using the 1880 census, Nancy Virts and I have recently shown that income was
much more evenly distributed than property. (Note 13) Southern per capita black income
in 1880 was 53% of white income. More importantly, because school spending was a
local decision, per capita black labor income in agricultural areas, where the vast
majority of blacks lived and went to school, was 79% percent of white labor income.
Adjusting for larger black families, black per worker labor income was 90% of white
labor income in agricultural areas. It is obvious from these numbers that a property tax
would tax blacks very little relative to whites with equal incomes. In other words,
inherent to any property tax financed school system was a redistribution from property
owners to non-property owners-i.e. from whites to blacks.
        The second factor, almost as important, was the disenfranchisement of blacks
through the use of the poll tax. As black literacy rates rose in the late nineteenth century,
literacy tests as a device to exclude black voters, became less effective. Gradually, the
poll tax replaced the literacy test as the primary barrier to black (and also poor white)
voter participation. The effectiveness of the poll tax is evidenced by the steady decline in
black voter participation from 63% in 1880 to less than 10% in 1910. (Note 14) 
        However, unlike the literacy test the poll tax had an important effect on public
school financing. The poll tax while excluding blacks from voting also excluded blacks
from contributing to public school financing. The dramatic fall in black voter
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participation and the consequent fall in taxes collected from blacks transformed the poll
tax from a device facilitating a flow of funds from blacks to whites in 1880 to one which
transferred funds from whites to blacks in 1910. 
        The third factor and the one which has drawn the most concentrated attention from
scholars is the establishment of segregated schools. Once segregated schools were
established, it was a simple matter for white dominated school boards to allocated more
resources per child to white schools than black schools. (Note 15) 
        It is important to note that consideration of this third factor in isolation from the
other two factors is a meaningless exercise. To illustrate this point, consider hypothetical
southern public schools forced by the courts to provide truly separate but equal schools-
equal defined here as spending equal amounts per child regardless of race. It is not
inconceivable to imagine white dominated school boards making a simultaneous
adjustment of spending, increasing spending per black child, and taxes, increasing black
taxes, so that the average black family, on net, is no better off in truly equal schools than
they were in segregated and unequal schools.
        I use the available quantitative evidence and examine how these three factors, the
property tax, disenfranchisement and the poll tax, and so called "separate but equal"
schools, combined to effect the educational resources available to black and white
children. 
        My basic result is that the favorable aspects of property tax financing and poll tax
financing, where blacks did not vote, made the public schools an institution which on net
provided a continuous and significant flow of resources from white taxpayers to black
children. It would have been larger if expenditures were equalized but remained positive
in the face of hostile white southern politicians, racist institutions, and fixed elections.
Stated another way, white dominated school boards allocating educational resources
unequally between black and white schools were unable to overcome the favorable
aspects of property and poll tax financing. The effect of segregation was a reduction but
not elimination of the white subsidy of black schools. 
        This result necessitates a restatement of the traditional condemnation of southern
public schools. A non-segregated school system would have aided black educational
efforts more than the "separate but equal" system that arose, but it is incorrect to view
segregated southern schools as a device by which whites extracted wealth from blacks.
When both taxes and expenditures are considered the separate but equal school system
appears to have provided a net transfer to black students.
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Computing the Real Subsidy per Child
         Conceptually, computing the net resource flow in the public schools is
straightforward; simply subtract taxes paid from the value of education received. (Note
16) Since school funds had two sources, property and poll taxes, the subsidy per child by
race can be computed using equation 1. (Note 17)
Subsidy = Expenditures - Proprty - Poll Taxes                   (1)
         Unfortunately, the historical record does not provide precise data on the relative
importance of property and poll taxes in school funding. Because of this limitation, the
educational subsidy is computed in three stages. First, the real subsidy, if property taxes
were the sole source of school funds, is computed. Second, the real subsidy, if poll taxes
were the sole source of school funds, is computed. Proceeding in this manner allows the
inherent advantages and disadvantages for whites and blacks in each source of school
financing to be delineated. Finally, the real subsidy, under a range of reasonable
assumption about the relative importance of property and poll taxes in school funding, is
computed. 
        The real subsidy in a property tax financed public school system can be measured
by first computing the tax rate needed to support historic levels of spending. 
The required tax rate is computed by dividing the total spent by the amount of taxable
property. (Note 18) Once the required tax rate is known, the real subsidy in a property
tax financed public school system can be computed.
The real subsidy is computed by subtracting the taxes paid by race from the total spent
on education by race and dividing by the number of enrolled children by race.
        Equations 2,3, and 4 require three pieces of information: levels of assessed property
by race, enrollment by race, and spending by race. Assessed property by race is given in
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        The required tax rate, given in Table 3 (See Appendix), increased dramatically
from 1880 to 1910. Higher enrollments and higher spending levels, at least for white
children, increased the required property tax rate. The increase in the value of taxable
property only partially offset the effect of higher enrollments and spending. The public
school expansion, often associated with progressivism, substantially increased the
burden of taxation on property owners. Given prevailing white racial attitudes and
traditional southern aversion to expanding the role of government, it is easy to see why
the redistribution of wealth through the public schools system was politically potent.
(Note 24) 
        The real black and white subsidy from a property tax financed public school
system, given in Table 3, establishes two important points. First, property tax financing
provided a significant subsidy to black children. In 1880, blacks paid only $.08 in
property taxes and received $1.28 in education. This implies a subsidy rate of 94%; for
each dollar of education received blacks paid $.06 in property taxes. In 1910, blacks paid
$.88 in property taxes and received $2.35 in education. This implies a subsidy rate of
63%. Second, the increase in white enrollment relative to black enrollment and the
increasing racial spending differential reduced but did not eliminate the subsidy inherent
in a property tax financed public school system. Despite segregation, blacks received
more than $2 of education in 1910 for each $1 in property taxes paid.
        The other source of school funds was the poll tax. The real subsidy in a poll tax
financed public school system can be measured by first computing the poll tax needed to
support historic spending.
The required poll tax is equal to total expenditures divided by votes cast. Once the
required tax rate is known, the real subsidy can be computed.
The real subsidy per enrolled child in a poll tax financed public school is computed by
subtracting black poll taxes from total expenditures on black children and dividing by
enrolled children.
        Equations 5,6, and 7 require two additional pieces of information. The number of
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eligible voters and the participation rate by race. Eligible voters were computed as half
the population over 21 years old. Voter participation rates are averages of participation
rates from presidential and gubernatorial elections occurring within each 5 year period
reported by Kousser. (Note 25) When no elections are reported by Kousser within a
5-year period, participation rates were taken as those in the nearest reported election.
        The voter participation rates in Table 3 show the trends reported by Kousser. The
sharp fall in black voter participation reflects the disenfranchisement of blacks. The mild
fall in white voter participation reflects the conversion of the South to a one-party
system.
        The increasing required poll tax is caused by two factors. First, spending levels and
enrollments increased substantially. More enrolled children and more spending per child,
required higher taxes to support the public schools. Second, the disenfranchisement of
blacks and the reduction in white voter participation pursuant to conversion of the South
to a one party system reduced the number of votes cast. Fewer votes cast required higher
taxes per vote to raise a given amount of revenue. (Note 26) 
        The pattern of real subsidy in a poll tax financed public school varied widely from
state to state. Two forces reduced the real black subsidy; rising white enrollments and
increased spending per white child. If total spending on both races is constant, the larger
the white portion of enrolled children the less each black child would receive. Likewise,
the higher white per child expenditures, the lower black per child expenditures. Lower
black voter participation increased the black real subsidy. As blacks (and some whites)
were steadily disenfranchised, blacks comprised a smaller portion of the voting
electorate. The fewer black votes cast relative to total votes cast, the smaller portion of
each dollar raised from a poll tax was paid by blacks. The varying wealth redistribution
inherent in a poll tax financed public school system was determined by the extent of
black disenfranchisement, relative black and white enrollments, and the difference in
black and white per capita spending.
        Measuring the actual real subsidy requires one additional piece of information: the
relative importance of the property and poll tax in school financing. If this were known,
the real subsidy could be computed.
The real subsidy is a weighted average of the subsidies inherent in property and poll tax
financed school systems where the weights are the portion of school funds raised from
poll and property taxes.
        Unfortunately, only fragmentary evidence survives about the relative importance of
poll and property taxes. Table 5 (See Appendix) shows the limited information
contained in the Kousser dataset. In Arkansas, Florida, Mississippi and Louisiana,
property taxes accounted for roughly 80-95% of school revenue. In Virginia and North
Carolina, the property tax accounts for roughly 50-75% of school revenue. North
Carolina was unique in raising a significant portion of school revenue from an income
tax. (Note 27) 
        Combining fragmentary evidence from Table 5, the required poll tax from Table 4
(See Appendix) , and evidence on the size of poll taxes indicates poll taxes were a
minor source of school funding. Although there has been no comprehensive compilation
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of actual poll taxes, there is evidence that poll taxes were in the neighborhood of $1 to
$2. (Note 28) Since the poll tax required to support all school spending varied between
$3.68 and $13.43 from 1890 to 1910 and elections did not occur every year, the poll tax
probably provided less than 25% of school funds.
         Table 6 (See Appendix) shows the real subsidy computed under a variety of
reasonable assumptions about the relative importance of property and poll taxes. Two
features of the public schools are evident. First, the public schools provided a continuos
and substantial net subsidy to blacks. Under reasonable assumptions about the relative
importance of property and poll taxes and in every state in which the historical record
allows computation, whites subsidized black schools. (Note 29) The source of the
subsidy is the primary source of school funds; the property tax. Because blacks had little
property to tax, most school funds were raised from white taxes. Second, racial spending
differentials only moderately reduced the white subsidy of black schools. Although the
black subsidy declined steadily from 1885 to 1910, blacks paid roughly 1/2 the value of
education received in 1910 compared to roughly 1/3rd in 1885.
        The size of the black subsidy can be given some perspective by comparing it to
black income in 1880. Black per capita income in the South is 1880 was $41.81. (Note
30) The average subsidy declined from a peak of $1.38 to $1.82 in 1885 to $1.18 to
$1.36 in 1910. This means the average subsidy declined from 3.3-4.4% of black per
capita income in 1885 to 2.8-3.3% in 1910-a reduction of 0.5 to 1.1% of black income.
While the effect of segregated schools was not trivial, the magnitude of the reduction in
the public school subsidy of blacks, when compared to black income, was quite small.
        These two results suggest a reconsideration of the literature which has examined the
rise of public schools in the South. In the standard treatment of the progressive
movement and education, the public schools are depicted as "making education available
to the common man." (Note 31) Some authors, have argued that rather than benefiting
the common man, the educational system benefited the middle class white man. (Note 
32) The calculations in this research do not shed much light on intra-racial wealth
redistribution. However, the calculations do illuminate the pattern of inter-racial
redistribution. The public schools, despite differences in the black and white spending
per enrolled child, were a conduit for a flow of resources from white families to black
school aged children. 
        The distributional aspects of the public schools imply that if the public schools and
the taxes which supported them were abolished, whites could buy more education with
moneys saved from abolished taxes than they received "free" from the public school
system. Conversely, if blacks were forced to buy education privately from moneys paid
in taxes, they would be unable to purchase the same amount of schooling received "free"
in the public schools. The southern public school system increased the educational
resources of black children while reducing white educational resources.
        Of course, the public schools redistributed wealth in a more complex pattern than
just subsidizing black children with white taxes. Among whites and blacks there were
certainly poor whites and rich blacks whose net flow of resources from the public
schools was different than the "average" white or black family. These differences could
possibly account for the continued political support for the public schools in a white
dominated political process. Given the existing data on income distributions, wealth
distributions and race, measuring the net flow of resources between individuals with
different income and wealth levels is nearly impossible. In addition, expenditures were
not equal across urban and rural areas nor were they equal from county to county within
a state. However, the net flow of resources across racial groups is clear.
        These two results also highlight the peculiar logic of concentrating attention on
equalizing expenditures while ignoring the source of school funding. One common
vision of "social justice" demands that expenditures on black and white children be
equalized. While equalizing expenditures across racial groups would increase the net
flow of resources to blacks in the South, as the two points made here show, this would
lead to a larger but still positive net resource flow to blacks. It is difficult if not
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impossible to argue the level of subsidy implied by equal expenditures on black and
white children, given the relative reliance on the poll and property tax, the voter
participation rates of blacks and whites, and the level of black and white taxable property
is superior to another level of subsidy implied by different levels of expenditure. In fact,
if variations in taxable property and voter participation across states and time are
considered, equalizing expenditures across race would lead to different levels of net
subsidy across states and over time. It is difficult to see how the particular pattern of
subsidy implied by equal expenditures is "best."
Conclusion
        In the first half century following emancipation, most blacks lived in the South.
This resulted from the productivity of slave labor in cotton production and the suitability
of the South for growing cotton. In the South, educational expenditures were well below
those of the North. This was largely the result of lower income in the South (roughly half
the level in the North), the hostility of Southerners toward government expenditures of
any type, and white indifference toward black welfare. (Note 33) These factors alone
meant blacks on average received less public schooling than whites.
        Within the South, educational funds were allocated unevenly among black and
white children. Previous research into black public education has concentrated almost
solely on this racial differential in southern expenditures. The racial differential has been
used to portray the southern public school system as one which exploited blacks for the
benefit of whites. Bond argued that if the total amount of taxes available to the public
school system was fixed, each dollar taken from black schools was a dollar that could be
spent on white schools. (Note 34) Other historians have used racial differentials in
school expenditures to argue that the general movement toward larger expenditures on
public schools did not substantially benefit blacks. (Note 35) 
        This article supports a modified condemnation of Southern public schools. By
applying tax rules equally across race and maintaining and increasing a differential in
black/white per pupil expenditures, whites drained resources from black education and
enhanced white education. This research measures the extent of that drain. 
         The effects of racism, hostile institutions, and rigged elections on black education
were severe but were not pushed to the reactionary extreme. The public schools were the
conduit for a small but significant flow of resources from white taxpayers to the average
black child. For the average white family, eliminating the public schools would have
increased the funds available for education. 
        In addition, I have shown that the effect of segregation and the exclusion of blacks
from the political process in the postbellum South may not have been as severe as
previously argued. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, the wealth
redistribution effected by southern public schools was reduced but not eliminated. The
net black subsidy was reduced in absolute terms by about one-third. This represented a
reduction in average black per capita income of 0.5% to 1.1%. While the magnitude of
this reduction should not be trivialized, it is not as large as some previous accounts have
suggested. 
        Given these facts, the condemnation of southern public schools in the first 50 years
after emancipation requires a slight modification. This article has shown that despite
racial differentials in public school expenditure, blacks were net gainers from the
establishment of public schooling in the South and whites were net losers. Based on this
finding, public schooling in the South should be considered a positive contributing
factor to black educational achievement. If expenditures per pupil across race had been
equalized, black public schools could have contributed so much more. 
Notes
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Morgan Kousser (1980b) and Jonathan Pritchett (1989) consider the division of
public school moneys in a single state, North Carolina. Pritchett further restricts
his analysis to a single year, 1910. Prior conclusions about the racial division of
public school moneys have generalized the quantitative analysis from a single state
and, in the case of Pritchett, a single year to the whole South. Ng (1990) shows
that North Carolina is atypical of other southern states and that 1910 is atypical of
earlier years. In particular, the division of school benefits was more favorable to
whites in North Carolina in 1910 than in any other southern state in the
postbellum period.
1.
Robert Higgs (1977, p. 120). See also Roger Ransom and Richard Sutch (1977, p.
30).
2.
Higgs (1977, p. 120).3.
This obstacles facing black progress were at least partially ameliorated by the
striking increase in black incomes and welfare following emancipation and the
subsequent increase in absolute black incomes. See Ng & Virts (1989, 1993).
4.
See Harris (1985) for a study of how white's perceptions of the redistribution of
wealth between races affected the division of public resources between black and
white schools.
5.
There is a growing body of literature attempting to determine the effect of
educational expenditures on the black/white income differential. See Smith
(1984), Orazem (1987), and Margo (1986). Margo (1987) estimates the effect of
equalizing school expenditures on black and white attendance rates.
6.
Harlan (1958, pp. 10-15), Myrdal (1944, p. 341), Key (1949, p. 533), Ransom and
Sutch (1977, pp. 23-31), Higgs (1977, p. 11 & 124), Margo (1982, 1984, p. 321),
Kousser (1980c pp 23-4 & 43).
7.
Higgs (1977, p. 124).8.
Du Bois (1901).9.
Kousser examines the net benefits to blacks from the public schools in North
Carolina, Kousser 1980b. Kousser concludes that whites subsidized black schools
from 1880 to 1910 but by 1910 the subsidy was insignificant in North Carolina.
Kousser also examines net subsidies in the Richmond public schools, Kousser
(1980c pp. 26-27), and argues that whites subsidized black schools when only
expenditures on teachers is examined but if expenditure figures for buildings and
maintenance were available the subsidy would be greatly reduced or eliminated.
On a related point, Kousser argues the tax regime in North Carolina was
regressive when the percentage of wealth paid in taxes is examined across racial
groups, Kousser (1980b, p. 174-76). Recent work on estimating black and white
income from the manuscript returns of the 1880 census (Ng and Virts 1989a and
1989b) shows average wealth levels do not reliably indicate income levels. While
black wealth per capita was 3.5-7.5% of white wealth, average black worker
income was 90% of white worker income. While the North Carolina tax system
may appear regressive when percentage of wealth paid in taxes across race and
wealth levels is considered, when percentage of income paid in taxes is considered
the tax system was probably quite progressive.
10.
Ng (1990).11.
See Table 1.12.
Ng & Virts (1989a).13.
See Table 4.14.
See Harris (1985) for a detailed examination of how this was accomplished in the
Birmingham school district.
15.
The calculations in this article ignore the possibility of property taxes being passed
from predominantly white property owners to black renters in the form of higher
rents. While this is an important issue which may alter the wealth redistribution
from the public schools computed here, it is also an intractable measurement
16.
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problem. Jonathan Pritchett tries to measure the amount of "pass through" for a
single state and year, North Carolina 1910 (chosen presumably because the data
for such a calculation are most readily available), and can only conclude that it is
"plausible" that blacks' taxes, indirect and direct, paid fully for black schools. Of
course, his estimates also indicate that it is possible that blacks' taxes, direct and
indirect, did not pay full for black schools. Pritchett does not address tax incidence
in other states and years nor does he discuss the representativeness of North
Carolina. See Pritchett 1989 and, also, Smith 1973. The measurement of indirect
taxes is discussed in Ng (1990). In Ng (1990), I also point out several material
errors in Pritchett's methodology which if corrected would reverse his conclusion.
Because property taxes were imposed within small geographic areas, it is likely
that the little if any of the property tax was passed through to renters in the form of
higher rents.
Fees for various publicly provided goods and services, such as transferring title to
property, were also a source of school funding, but there is no evidence that the
amount raised was significant. See Margo (1985, pp. 71-74) and Kousser (1980a,
pp. 400-1).
17.
Strong evidence indicates tax rules were applied equally. There is little evidence
that black and white property was taxed at different rates (Higgs, 1984 pp.
778-80).
18.
The property numbers are supplemented by data from Margo (1984).19.
To this author's knowledge, this is the first published use of the Kousser dataset.20.
Higgs (1982 & 1984). Margo (1984).21.
Margo (1985).22.
See Anderson (1988, p. 112, 151, 189, & 190) for attendance rates.23.
This point is made by Thornton (1982) and Bullock (1958, p. 53-61).24.
Kousser (1974).25.
Because all eligible voters, not just those who chose to vote, were legally required
to pay poll taxes, it is possible that the assumption inherent in equations 5,6, and
7, that only those voting paid poll taxes, is incorrect. However, Kousser writes,
"The poll tax limited rather than expanded the suffrage after 1870 because those in
power made every effort not to collect the tax from men they deemed undesirable
voters. There is no record of prosecution of a poll tax delinquent." Kousser (1974,
p. 63). This point is supported by Tipton Snavely (1916, p. 41).
26.
North Carolina's constitution limited the property tax to 30 cents per $100 of
property in the 1890's. Harlan (1958, p. 62).
27.
Kousser (1974, p. 6).28.
If 75% of school revenue in Louisiana came from the property tax, Table 6
indicates blacks would have provided a small subsidy to whites. However, Table 5
indicates that more than 90% of school revenue in Louisiana came from the
property tax.
29.
Ng and Virts (1989a).30.
See Fishlow (1966a & 1966b).31.
Kousser (1980b).32.
Bullock (1970 p. 47, 56-58).33.
Bond (1970). This argument is repeated by Margo, 1984 and 1985.34.
Kousser (1980b) and Harlan (1958).35.
Losers in the narrow sense that white expenditures on public education exceeded
the value of services received.
36.
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